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Abstract—Shape Expressions have recently been proposed as
a high-level language to intuitively describe and validate the
topology of RDF graphs. Current implementations of Shape
Expressions are focused on checking which nodes of certain
graph fit in which defined schemata, in order to get automatic
typings or to improve RDF data quality in terms of completion
and consistency. We intend to reverse this process, i.e., we
propose to study the neighborhood of graph nodes that have
already been typed in order to induce templates in which
most of the individuals fit. This will allow to discover latent
schemata of existing graphs, which can be used as a guideline
for introducing coherent information in existing structures or
for quality verification purposes. We consider that collaborative
or general-purpose graphs are a specially interesting domain to
apply this idea.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

When tackling the task of adding knowledge to an existing
RDF (Resource Description Framework) graph it is necessary
to know the current topology of the data in order to be
consistent with the ontologies already used. The success of this
work is directly linked to the degree of coherence, completion
and documentation of the targeted graph. Ontologies define
the meaning and correct use for each class or property in
terms of domain and range, but they are not able to declare
how they should be combined in a concrete use in which a
node is implementing several roles at a time or offering partial
information. In some other contexts, such as XML world,
several syntaxes, including RelaxNG[1] and XML Schema[2],
cover those needs. Nowadays, there is not a standard syntax
equivalent in RDF. However, there are some approaches under
development, such as ShEx (Shape Expressions)[3].
Due to that lack of syntax to define how the neighborhood
of specific nodes should look like, it is usual to use some
SPARQL queries against certain key entities in order to get an
approximate idea of local graph shapes and used ontologies. If
we are manipulating small structures, maybe oriented to a very
specific field of knowledge and possibly created by automatic
processes, we may need few example queries. On the other
hand, in cases of general-purpose collaborative graphs, finding
correct and universal interfaces for certain type of data may
be tricky and hard.
We can illustrate this idea using real examples extracted
form DBpedia [4]. Precisely, we are going to check how the
fact “Barack Obama and John F. Kennedy have studied at
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Figure 1: Links of B. Obama with Harvard

Figure 2: Links of JFK with Harvard

Harvard University” is represented. At the moment this paper
is being written, Obama’s URI in the DBpdia is linked to
Harvard’s one with the triple of Figure 1. John F. Kennedy
is also linked with this node, but using a different property.
In addition, the very same reality is expressed with the triples
shown in Figure 2.
The information is actually contained in the graph. However, since the same notion has been expressed using too many
different ways, it looks hard to design a single SPARQL query
for tracking all those individuals that have studied at Harvard.
Our hypothesis is that it is possible to analyze the neighborhood of certain nodes that fit in a condition or few simple
conditions, such as a link “dbo:profession dbr:Politician”, in
order to detect a schema shared by all these nodes. With
this, we could obtain latent topologies with certain degree of
trustworthiness, that would be helpful for:
•

Documentation: guideline to introduce new content.

•

Verification of quality: the process of inferring an
schema may produce a clear result with a high level
of trustworthiness, that would be synonym of a highly
coherent graph, or vice versa. Also, once a schema has
been human-reviewed and accepted, it can be used to
detect errors or inconsistencies across already typed
entities.

•

Discovering hidden entities: we may find nodes that
perfectly fit in a defined shape but are not appropriately typed, which can make them “hidden” to certain
SPARQL queries.

We think that our proposal can be applied to any kind of
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Figure 3: Politician Shape

graph, but would have special interest in collaborative, generalpurpose graphs such as DBpedia or Wikidata [5]. These
initiatives are thought to be a massive store of information,
growing in unexpected directions with contributions from the
community. Because of that, it may be hard to design an
expected schema for every possible type of entity. In such
structures, the schemata is not planned; there are latent and
hidden forms that just emerge with community tendencies and
self-moderation. Guiding users’ efforts with induced graph
topology based on their own actions can be a powerful tool to
improve data quality of collaborative graphs.
In section II we will dig into ShEx syntax and possibilities.
We will use section III to discuss some approaches for the
task of schemata induction. In section IV we will explain the
special interest of collaborative graphs. Finally, in section V
we present the conclusions of our work.
II.

S H E X TO EXPRESS GRAPH TOPOLOGY

There are several proposals under development to describe
constraints for RDF graphs topology. We are considering ShEx
[3] and we may also consider SHACL (Shapes Constraint
Language)[6]. Although they cover similar issues, we are
planning to work with ShEx instead of SHACL because it
presents a more readable, human-friendly syntax, it offers
support for recursive or cyclic data models and it is more
grammar-oriented. On the other hand, SHACL follows a more
constraint-oriented approach. Nevertheless, core SHACL could
also be a valid candidate for this task once its definition is more
stable. A ShEx schema is composed of several expressions,
called shapes, that specify which are the expected relations
that a node of certain type (class) should include. ShEx has
already been employed for documentation purposes [7], and
some implementations for quality verification against defined
shapes have been provided [8], [9].
If we come back to the example of USA presidents and
we assume that the most usual way to link a politician with
his university is the use of “dbo:almaMater”, the resulting
shape would look like the one in Figure 3. In order to
provide some extra examples of ShEx expressibility, we have
made some other assumptions: politician nodes use to have a
name specified through “foaf:name” and they are linked to
an unbound number of equivalent DBpedia entries of type
politician through “owl:sameAs”.
III.

T ECHNICAL DISCUSSION

XML shares some distinguishing features with RDF. Both
of them can be employed to define data structures (tree-like in
case of XML and graph-like in the case of RDF) with an unbounded number of possible node types. The XML community
has already faced the described issues of schema specification,
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inference and verification. Syntaxes such as RelaxNg [1] and
XML Schema [2] are handy to define the expected form and
constraints of an XML document. At the same time, there are
several tools that effectively check if a certain document fits in
a given schema. ShEx syntax and their implementations have
been thought to cover those needs for RDF and so, they could
be applied in the same scenarios.
The problem of inferring a latent schema for an XML
document and expressing it in some of the mentioned syntaxes
has been studied in the past decade [10]. RDF world is yet
a step back in that sense, since both ShEx and SHACL are
recent proposals. However, the problem of exploring RDF
graphs in order to induce latent or hidden structures is not
new. Several works in the last years have provided techniques
and frameworks that are able to find commonly used ontology
elements across big RDF datasets, to discover logical axioms
for type inference or even to induce common shapes of a class
or type of element.
In [11], a framework for ontology learning is presented.
This approach uses mining graph algorithms and machine
learning techniques to extract, among other notions, which are
the core or most usual properties associated with a certain
class. Their main goal is to integrate ontologies of several
datasets in order to find shared core elements.
In [12], an approach to extract graph schemata from large
RDF datasets is presented. Association rule mining is used
to induce non trivial axioms of logical descriptions relative
to TBox (terminological box) knowledge. Those axioms are
expressed with the EL profile of the Web Ontology Language
OWL 2, which is based on the description logic EL++ [13].
Through this, the authors are able to extract graph schemata
at ontology-level in a fully automatic manner.
In [14] a framework to discover common properties in
clusters of individuals of an RDF graph is described. Each
cluster, in an ideal situation, is identified with a class. The
clusters are explored in order to detect properties widely
used, which allows to elaborate descriptions of the clusters
themselves and to detect domain and range restrictions when
linking two instances of different classes in a general schema.
This approach shares with ours the fact that is more classcentered (aka shape-centered) instead of ontology-centered.
However, the results obtained are expressed in an ad-hoc
syntax, less expressive compared with ShEx.
At this stage, we think we need further investigation in
order to decide which are the techniques that may work better
to achieve our goals. Several challenges will be faced, some
of which linked to the targeted source, including graph size,
adaptation to data model or noise management. However, we
consider that the mentioned work proves that it is feasible to
induce latent structures in RDF datasets, even when dealing
with huge graphs such as DBpedia. The techniques that
they employ, including association rule mining or instance
clustering, may be appropriate approaches to cover most of
our requirements for schema inference.
IV.

S PECIAL CASE OF COLLABORATIVE GRAPHS

General purpose and collaborative graphs are study cases
where this proposal could be specially well exploited. Since
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they grow with unpredictable community contributions, the
latent schemata may also vary in time depending on the users’
agreement on the use of certain properties. Trying to limit the
possible links between nodes by forcing them to fit in safe
inferred shapes may be a wrong idea since it cuts the freedom
philosophy that underlies this kind of initiatives. However,
ShEx can be useful as a mechanism to guide this evolution.

We consider collaborative general-purpose graphs, such
as DBpedia or Wikidata, an specially interesting scenario to
apply this idea, since it is hardly possible to design graph
shapes a priori. The schemata just emerge and evolve with the
community’s efforts.
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